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Please be advised that the terms of financing described
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CRIBIQ

The Quebec industrial bioprocess research and innovation consortium (CRIBIQ) is a sectorfocused industrial research community whose mission is to promote and finance the development
of innovative high-performance bioprocesses in Quebec by facilitating collaboration between
industrial partners and Public research institutes in Quebec (PRIQ).
As of March 31, 2018, CRIBIQ’s membership included 188 enterprises and PRIQ (universities,
collegiate technology transfer centres and government-operated research centres). The CRIBIQ
research program has provided a significant boost to R&D activities through financing of more
than 192 collaborative research projects representing a total value of over $93 million, of which
$28 million was granted by CRIBIQ. In addition, the membership of certain federations and
industry associations allows CRIBIQ to serve more than 15,000 private organizations.

+$93 M
Total value
of projects

+192

projects approved

+148

projects underway

+60

projects
completed

+$28 M

of financing

140 industrials

15 others

188 members
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33 PRIQ

Research Funding Program

This guide describes the terms of project funding within the framework of CRIBIQ’s Research
Program 2018-2019 - 39th Special call CRIBIQ - Novalait : dairy production and processing.
Financing of these projects is made possible thanks to funding of CRIBIQ by Quebec’s Ministry
of Economy, Science and Innovation (MESI) in accordance with the program of support for
technology transfer and utilisation – facet 2: support for structuring projects – measure c:
industrial research projects in collaboration (for details (in French) see PSVT volet 2c).

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION
As part of the CRIBIQ-Novalait special call for projects, it is important to note that
there no letter of intent is required; only the detailed application is required for project
evaluation.
Novalait is multi-industrial, it is not required to obtain the involvement of a second
industrial partner.
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Novalait

Society of research and development created by Quebec dairy farmers and processors.
Novalait combines all businesses that produce or process milk in Quebec; from small-scale
cheese factories to family farms to multinationals. They are represented within Novalait by three
groups of shareholders. Les Producteurs de lait du Québec hold 50 % of Novalait shares. Agropur
cooperative, which represents dairy cooperatives, and the Conseil des industriels laitiers du
Québec, which brings together private dairy processors, split the other half of Novalait shares.

Through Novalait, Quebec’s dairy farmers and processors share the costs and risks of research.
They make annual contributions to the research investment fund equivalent to ¢1.27/100 L of
managed milk, which totalled over $ 775 000 in 2017. From 1995 to 2017, Novalait invested
$ 10 million in more than one hundred research projects with a total value of $ 45.7 million.
Calling upon the creativity and expertise of researchers from all disciplines and horizons, Novalait
ensures that it meets its shareholders’ research priorities. Novalait’s committees evaluate the
proposals received according to the potential for commercial opportunities and applications
on farms and in plants.
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Objectives of the Special Call
CRIBIQ-Novalait
The main objective of this CRIBIQ research program in collaboration with Novalait is to cofinance
innovative collaborative resarch projets involving public research institues that share a common
interest in the development of bio-based products.
Specific objectives aimed by the CRIBIQ collaborative research support program in partenership
with Novalait are as follows:
§§ To GENERATE new know-how, knowledge and technologies for the benefit of
Quebec’s dairy producers and processors;
§§ To TRANSFER technologies, knowledge and know-how to Quebec dairy farms
and processing plants;
§§ To DEVELOP bioprocesses that have dairy applications;
§§ To STIMULATE the integration of innovation into Quebec dairy enterprises;
§§ To INCREASE the competitiveness of dairy enterprises;
§§ To CREATE and reinforce partnership between participating enterprises;
§§ To SHARE the risks and direct economic fallouts accruing from the project
among Novalait shareholders;
§§ To CREATE and reinforce partnerships between dairy enterprises and the
academic sector;
§§ To TRAIN highly qualified personnel and promote their recruitment by dairy
companies;
§§ To REINFORCE the adoption of green technologies by Quebec dairy farms
and processing plants.

Collaborative Research : a mandatory criterion
Projects must be conducted in close collaboration between Novalait and the participating
public research institutes in order to address the technological challenges defined by
the research priorities listed in page 8 of the present guide. This collaborative research
must thereby allow the development of a synergy and a mutually beneficial relationship
between partners, combining knowledge, know-how, resources, raw materials, logistical
means and techno-economic analyses in order to generate new technologies, processes,
products or services. Projects must optimize the direct economic benefits for farmers
and dairy processing companies. “Direct economic benefit” refers to all wealth generated
by the projects in their commercialization or implementation phases.
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Novalait’s research priorities

Feeding and nutrition

Technological properties

§§ Production efficiency, harvest and
conservation;
§§ Nutritional needs;
§§ Ration optimization;
§§ Relations between diet, health and
reproduction.

§§ Identification of physicochemical
properties, interactions, evolution;
§§ Dynamics in microbial communities.

Indicators and control tools

Health and welfare
§§ Health factors;
§§ Mastitis, foot and leg problems, infectious
and metabolic diseases;
§§ Alternatives to antibiotic;
§§ Comfort and longevity.

§§ Reliable indicators, decisionmaking tools;
§§ Monitoring the activity of flora (native
and maturing);
§§ Shelf life.

Fertility and reproduction
§§ Factors affecting fertility and reproduction;
§§ Strategies, practices and tools to improve
reproductive performance;
§§ Decreasing dependance on synchronization
programs.

Milk quality

Eco-efficiency of processing methods
§§ Product value optimization;
§§ Reduction of inputs;
§§ Valorization of coproducts;
§§ Decreasing wastes and residues.

§§ Milk capacity for processing;
§§ Controling spoilage or pathogenic flora;
§§ Determine the modulation of milk
composition and native flora.

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION

Researchers are invited to consult Novalait’s detailed research priorities
available on the Novalait website.
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Project delivery process

1

2

Submission of
Full application
(DD)

3

4

Evaluation and
oral presentation
(TEAC)

Evaluation by
Relevance Committee
(Novalait) and response
(CRIBIQ)

5

6

Approval by
Boards
(CRIBIQ and Novalait)

Recommandation
by TEAC

7

8

Granting letter
by CRIBIQ and
Novalait

Approval by
Ministry1

9
Funding and
starting of project

Research
agreement
(Partners)

The Relevance Committee of Novalait comprises six members selected by the Board
of Novalait. Composed of experts in dairy production and processing, the relevance
committee has an thorough knowledge of the issues and challenges faced by Quebec’s
dairy industry. The relevance committee analyzes the innovation potential of the research
proposals for farms and plants, and assess the potential economic, environmental and
societal impacts of the results.
The Techno-Economic Analysis Committee (TEAC) is set up by the Board of CRIBIQ
following each call for projects in order to assemble independent experts recognized for
their expertise in the relevant scientific and technological fields, as well as in industrial
research, regulatory standards and R&D project management.
This committee is mandated notably to carry out the following:
§§ To evaluate the scientific, technological and economic aspects of the projects;
§§ and economic aspects of the projects;
§§ To recommend (or not) funding of the projects to the board of directors and the
overseeing ministry.

Who may submit a Full Application?
For this 39th Call - Special Call CRIBIQ-Novalait, the principal applicant must be
affiliated with a Provincial Research Institute in Quebec (PRIQ) involved in the project.

1 Funding of projects is subject to the availability of funds granted by the ministry (MESI) to CRIBIQ. Recommendation by the CRIBIQ board
of directors to fund a project does not guarantee funding in the form of a grant from the ministry. In addition, granting of funds by the ministry
may be prioritized in accordance with the ranking of projects as determined by the techno-economic analysis committee.
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Terms of funding

For this special call in partnership with Novalait, only research projects corresponding to
Technology Readiness Level (TRL)2 1 to 3 at starting time are eligible funding.

TRL 1 to 3

TRL 4 to 6

Proof of concept in labotory

TRL 7 to 9

Validation and demonstration in a
simulated operational environment Prototyping in Operational setting
(e.g. pilot or precommercial scale)

Typical Financial Package for the 39th Call for Projects
Amount per project

Description

CRIBIQ

71 000 $

Maximum financial support for eligible expenditures3.
Overhead fees (OF) will be paid to universities via another
fund from the Ministry.

Novalait

63 750 $

Maximum financial support for eligible expenditures and
university OF4.

Others funding sources
(CRSNG, MITACS, AgriFood Canada, etc.)

51 000 $

Complementary contribution from another federal
agency is mandatory.

In-kind contributions to the projects from a farm or a processing plant is optional. Nevertheless,
if an experimental protocol required an in-kind contribution from a dairy company (samples,
survey, validation, etc.), this contribution could be taken into account by certain federal funding
agencies (for example: NSERC, CRD, ARD, etc.). An eventual in-kind contribution from a dairy
farm or processing plant would necessarily have to respect the pre-competitive nature of the
projects. Novalait’s resources are collective and must not be invested in a research project
that would be beneficial to one company or a small group of companies. Results accruing from
research projects funded by Novalait must be shared amongst all shareholders.

IMPORTANT NOTIFICATION
The research team must comprise a minimum of two researchers from a university, a
CCTT or any other public research centers acknowledged by the MESI. At least one
university researcher must be actively involved in the research team.
RECALL: Projects involving Novalait are considered multi-industrial and do not require
the implication of a second industrial partner.

2 ISO 16290: 2013 Space systems - Definition of the Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) and their criteria of assessment. You may also
consult: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/ito-oti.nsf/eng/00849.html
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3 See Eligible expenditures and duration of projects(page 11)
4 See Eligible expenditures and duration of projects(page 11).

Admissible expenditures
and duration of projects
The project-related eligible expenses are:
§§ Salaries and benefits, except for university researchers who are currently paid by their
institution or by a government-operated granting organisation ;
§§ Scholarships for graduate students and post-docs. ;
§§ Laboratory items (including probes and other small devices that come into direct contact
with experimental materials), consumable products and supplies (Equipment expenses
are not admissible);
§§ Travel and lodging costs ;
§§ Costs incurred for knowledge dissemination ;
§§ Costs incurred for intellectual property management and exploitation ;
§§ CRIBIQ management fees.
CRIBIQ’s research program is reserved for Consortium MEMBERS in good standing. All
participating partners in projects will therefore be required to have paid in full the CRIBIQ
membership fee or renewal thereof at the time of submission of the full application for
funding.
For each research project funded, management fees5 to the amount of 8.5 % of the sum
granted by CRIBIQ (plus taxes) will be charged via the participating PRIQ:
§§ Forty percent (40 %) of these management fees will be paid from the support
granted by the MESI;
§§ The remaining sixty percent (60 %) will be assumed by Novalait.
CRIBIQ’s overhead fees, also known as indirect research fees or administrative fees
for researchmanagement, are not included in the calculation of the financing package
ratios and will be paid bythe MESI from another envelope. They correspond to 27 %
(fixed rate) of the CRIBIQ’s contributionto the following admissible expenditures:
§§ Salaries, compensation and benefits
§§ Student scholarchips
§§ Material, consumable products and supplies
Novalait’s overhead fees must be accounted in Novalait’s contribution to the project
Projects’ anticipated length must not extend longer than 36 months, starting from the
day of the first installment of the grant.

5

Some complementary funding organisations, such as NSERC, consider the contribution by industry partners to CRIBIQ management fees as inadmissible
expenditures. In this case, the project financial structure must be adjusted accordingly in order to avoid budgetary revisions once the project is underway.
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Selection Criteria for project

NOVALAIT’S RELEVANCE COMMITTEE
The complete list of criteria for projects selection applied by Novalait’s Relevance
Committee is aivailable on the Novalait’s web page — Projects selection.

CRIBIQ’S TECHNICAL-ECONOMIC ANALYSIS COMMITTEE
1. Innovative nature or innovation prospects
§§ Development of a new product; an improved or better product; a new
§§ process; an improved process (Eliminatory Criterion)

2. Methodology, project design quality
§§ Choice of methods versus the scientific or technical feasibility of the project
§§ Structuring the project, rigorous definition of deliverables and identification of milestones

3. Consortium quality
§§ Collaborative aspect of the project (eliminatory criterion)
§§ Spin-off potential for each industrial partner involved
§§ Adequacy between scientific expertise and the needs of the industrials involved in the project

4. Project impact
§§ Potential for utilisation or integration of the project results by the industrial partners
§§ Prospects for industrial application and the economic and commercial potential

5. Budget, timetable and training
§§ Feasibility of the project time-frame
§§ Justification of the financial set-up versus the expenditures
§§ Technology transfer and training of highly qualified personnel (students, post-docs,
technicians, internships, etc.)
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Frequently asked questions

To maximize the leverage of public contributions, which grantmaking programs would be eligible?
As an example can be mentioned NSERC (CRD, IRC, ARD, chairs, INNOV, etc.), provincial and
federal research chairs and networks of excellence, Mitacs, FRQNT programs, Agriculture and
Agri-food Canada programs, Genome Canada (Génome Québec), and so on.
Project funding may not be combined with funding obtained via another program covered by the
MESI department of research, utilisation and technology transfer (e.g. Passeport Innovation).
Acceptance of an application by other granting organisations does not guarantee acceptance
in a CRIBIQ contest and vice versa. However, the applicant or applicants must indicate in the
letter of intent the means by which they intend to complete funding through the participation
of other organisations. Please be advised that some complementary funding programs cannot
match industrial contributions to CRIBIQ’s management fees. It is important to consider this
matter at the project’s financial setup stage.
Is it mandatory to find a second industrial partner for CRIBIQ-Novalait special project calls?
Projects involving Novalait are considered as multi-industrial projects that do not necessarily
require the involvement of a second industrial partner.

Is it mandatory to allocate a percentage of the project budget for student training?
Yes, a minimum of 20% of the budget must be allocated to the development and training of
students.
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Forms contents

The full application form contains the following information:
§§ Principal applicant and co-applicants identification;
§§ Summaries for public release;
§§ Project description;
§§ Project objectives;
§§ Description of the product or process or technology to be developed;
§§ Previous works results and the state-of-the-art ;
§§ Innovative aspect(s) of the product or process or technology to be developed ;
§§ Conceptual diagramm including the different stages of the project ;
§§ Scaling potential of the process or manufacture of the product ;
§§ Compatibility of the project with Novalait’s research priorities ;
§§ Relevance of the project for Quebec’s dairy industry ;
§§ Technological uncertainties;
§§ Timetable of activities and deliverables ;
§§ Competencies, expertise and infrastructures associated with the execution of the project ;
§§ Estimation of the project’s technology readiness level (TRL) ;
§§ Detailed Budget (Excel file).

Consult the CRIBIQ-Novalait 39th Special Call web page for the detailed
application form and the budget calculation grid.
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CRIBIQ and Novalait teams

Mohammed Benyagoub
President and CEO
418 914-1608, ext 201
mohammed.benyagoub@cribiq.qc.ca

Catherine Dhont

Innovation and Business
Development Advisor Bio-food sector
418 914-1608, ext 202
catherine.dhont@cribiq.qc.ca

Anne Hélène Boily

Anis Ben Amor

Innovation and Business
Development Advisor
Industrial Biobased products
& Environment
418 914-1608, ext 203
anis.benamor@cribiq.qc.ca

Gilles Bussières

Innovation and Business
Development Advisor

Cristina Marques

Innovation and Business
Development Advisor GHG emission reduction
sector
418 914-1608, ext 208
cristina.marques@cribiq.qc.ca

Elise St-Pierre
Project manager

418 914-1608
gilles.bussieres@cribiq.qc.ca

418 914-1608, ext 206
elise.st-pierre@cribiq.qc.ca

Tania Sibler

France Lapointe

Project coordinator

Corporative and finance
advisor

418 914-1608
anne.helene.boily@cribiq.qc.ca

418 914-1608, ext 200
tania.sibler@cribiq.qc.ca

Elise Gosselin
Executive Director
418 527-7947
egosselin@novalait.ca

Valérie Bélanger
Transfer Coordinator
418 527-7947
vbelanger@novalait.ca

Administrative assistant
418 914-1608, ext 204
france.lapointe@cribiq.qc.ca
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Mission
Le CRIBIQ, un regroupement sectoriel de recherche industrielle, a pour objectif de
stimuler et financer le développement de bioprocédés performants et novateurs
au Québec, et ce, en facilitant la collaboration entre des partenaires industriels
et les établissements de recherche.

Consortium de recherche et innovations
en bioprocédés industriels au Québec
Édifice Le Delta 1
2875, boul. Laurier, bureau D1-1320
Québec (Québec) G1V 2M2
418 914-1608
cribiq@cribiq.qc.ca
www.cribiq.qc.ca

Partenaire financier :

